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Discover Jesus in the Pages of the Bible reveals the true story of Jesus through the four gospels.

Drawn from one of the best-selling Bible handbooks in history, this special Jesus edition beautifully

summarizes critical information, key Scripture passages and personal application from the gospels.

Â Â &#149; Paperbound, 176 pages Â Â &#149; Excellent small group study Â Â &#149; Five

chapters, one overview and one related to each gospel writer Â Â &#149; Includes study guide,

Bible reading plan and &#147;Steps to Peace with Godâ€• Â Â &#149; NIV text throughout
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I absolutely love this book. It covers every book of the Bible and gives the reader a general overview

to help familiarize them. Each chapter has selected readings for that book of the Bible, a brief

narrative about the author, date of the book, the purpose and summary, and then commentary of

the various chapters in that book of the Bible. This has been extremely helpful to me when I am

reading and studying the Old Testament. It makes it more interesting. I love it so much I bought it for

my daughter and daughter-in-law.

I got this book to use with the teenagers I work with, but have used it for my own Bible reading. Its a

nice mix of information and devotional elements. It has brought books like Levitcus alive for me.

That is saying something!

This woman continues to disciple people with her understandable explanations about each book of



the Bible. Extremely user friendly and challenges us to live more faithfully.

I am a "new Christian" & sometimes reading the KJV is rather hard for me but should be part of my

Bible study--going thru it all until I can "get it." It's not supposed to be easy. Henrietta Mears

explains each book so precisely & in such a way that I can fully understand who's who & why they

are doing what they are doing. I get the meaning to each person & place of that book. I only wish I

had found this books 3 years earlier.

This has to be one of the best books I have ever read to give me a big-picture view of what the Bible

is all about. It is easy to read, easy to understand and takes some of the more mundane sections of

the Bible (I hate even writing that) and making them more relevant (they were already relevant, I just

didn't understand their relevance). This is written with the Christian in mind ... it is not an apologetic.

I'm very thankful for Ms. Mears work and its impact on my life.

I am still reading, but absolutely love this book. I have read through the Bible NIV, the Bible in

chronological order, and the Bible in novel form. This book really explains everything in great detail

and makes some things that I never truly understood, make perfect sense. Love it !!

Really an informative overview of each book of the Bible. I use it before going into a study so I have

a better picture of what to look at but even more important it gives the "back story" or history of the

time and place as it goes along. It's a very valuable and handy book to have on hand for anyone

who wants a bigger picture of the Bibles books. It's easy to read and understand. I would

recommend it to anyone who loves Bible study, or just needs more information.

I have learned a lot about the Bible. The books helps me to understand what went on and why. The

English edition is super not so the Spanish ones . One was full of pitctures and writen on a format of

small letters that is difficult to read. The other was written for children No actual text. . It looks like

comis book. the Spanish books I bought them to give them away as gifhts . I did No gave them

away.Tjhey are useless.
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